Saving Energy through Resource Efficiency
Main findings
»» Resource efficiency has similar overall potential to save energy as industrial energy efficiency
approaches.
»» There is a huge range of opportunities to improve resource efficiency.
»» The energy saving scopes of resource efficiency and energy efficiency complement each other.
»» Firstly “getting more out” of products, and then “putting less in” to them, maximises value capture and
energy savings.
»» Significant additional potential energy savings are outside the scope of energy efficiency or traditional
resource efficiency approaches.

Scope for energy savings
Producing goods and delivering services uses energy.
Both directly but also indirectly in order to create the
intermediate products that are required as inputs.
The direct use of energy can be targeted though
energy efficiency measures but it is also possible
to reduce overall demand for energy by resource
efficiency measures that reduce the need for goods
and services. Some resource efficiency approaches
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improve value chain collaboration between
businesses while others ensure that the needs of
consumers are met with less resources. Analysis of
many recognised resource efficiency approaches has
demonstrated that resource efficiency has similar
overall potential to save energy as industrial energy
efficiency approachesi. If we want to save energy then
we should pay equal attention to these approaches.

Energy analysis
Energy efficiency options have been identified
with opportunity to achieve significant energy
demand reductioniii. However, some processes
that are already relatively energy efficient have less
scope for improvement. In many cases, it is these
processes that are affected by resource efficiency
approaches. That is, in general, the energy saving
scopes of resource efficiency and energy efficiency
complement each other.
Different sectors exhibit significantly different
distributions of energy use between direct energy
use and energy use “embodied” in inputsiv. For
example, the direct energy use of the steel sector is
very high, while the energy embodied in its inputs
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is less significant. Energy efficiency and approaches
that either reduce yield losses within the steel sector
or increase the utility of the steel that it supplies
have greater scope to save energy than approaches
that reduce the level of its inputs. By contrast, the
construction sector has much lower direct energy
use but requires materials that embody significant
energy use. Approaches that allow the construction
sector to make better use of these materials
therefore have greater scope to save energy than
energy efficiency alone.
The scope for sectors to achieve energy savings
through a given improvement in resource efficiency
is often greater when this improvement is applied
to its products rather than individual inputs. In
general, value chain collaborations should focus
on firstly “getting more out” of their products, and
then “putting less in” to them, to maximise value
capture and energy savings. For example, all else
being equal, a car manufacturer that can capture
the value of increasing the intensity with which
its vehicles are used by 10% will be in a stronger
competitive position and will save more energy
than a car manufacturer that reduces its demand
for materials by 10%v. Of course, the options are not
mutually exclusive and the full range of resource
efficiency and energy efficiency opportunities
should be considered by each industry.

Putting less in and getting more out
There is a huge range of opportunities to improve resource efficiencyii that are suited to each sector and
product type and that can be applied at each stage of products lifecycles. It may be helpful to think of them
as either putting less resources in (by wasting less) or getting more out (by making better use of products).
They are the means by which a more circular economy might be achieved:

Putting less in
Reducing material content of products: optimised designs, stronger materials.
Reducing losses of materials: improved manufacturing processes, better material
production yields.
Enhanced recycling: more careful selection of materials.
Getting more out
More intensive use: sharing schemes, better optimisation of use.
Improved longevity: encouraging continued use, design for durability.
Life extension: reuse of products, refurbishment, retrofit of buildings, reuse of
components.

Energy savings beyond efficiency
The variation in the economic value that sectors
generate per unit of energy that they use is far greater
than the variation in the efficiency with which they use
the energyvi. This may indicate significant additional
opportunities to ensure that more economic value is
generated from each unit of energy consumed in UK
manufacturing.

design might save 20% of the materials that would
otherwise be required in a functionally identical
building but through better understanding of the
need that the building is to satisfy, an alternative
might be designed with even lower embodied energy
but offering the same value. In each example, these
significant, additional, potential energy savings are
outside the scope of energy efficiency or traditional
For example, a haulage company might have trucks resource efficiency approaches; they relate not to
with drivetrains that are 5% more energy efficient how much is “done” or “produced” (even in a resource
than a competitor, but if the competitor uses better and energy efficient manner) but rather the way in
optimised routes or load scheduling then the which this satisfies the need for which it is purchased.
energy that they use in order to deliver the same
quantity of goods may be far lower. Additionally, by The wide range of energy productivity values observed
more precisely satisfying the actual needs of their and the fact that variation in energy efficiency does
customers (e.g. a confidence that products will be not entirely explain itvii, strongly suggests that there
delivered in good condition by a certain date) it may remains significant potential to save energy though
be possible to present even greater value for a given better matching between the products and services
energy use. Alternatively, a resource efficient building produced and the needs that they actually satisfy.
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